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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/110/2021_2022__E5_AF_BC_

E8_88_AA2007_c73_110965.htm OUTLINE: 1 . Present situation:

Lack of communication between parent and child 2 . Possible

reasons: 1 ) Different likes and dislikes 2 ) Misunderstanding 3)

Others 3. Suggestions: l) For parents 2) For children 1993年写作真

题 Ⅵ .Writing ( 15 points) DIRECTIONS : A. Title:

ADVERTISEMENT ON TV B. Time limit:40 minutes C. Word

limit: 120 - 150 words (not including the given opening sentence) D.

Your composition should be based at the OUTLINE below and

should start with the given opening sentence: "Today more and more

advertisement are seen on the TV screen. " E. Your composition

must be written clearly on the ANSWER SHEET. OUTLINE : l.

Present state 2. Reasons 3 .My comments 1994年写作真题 Part V

Writing (15 points) DIRECTIONS: A. Title: ON MAKING

FRIENDS B. TIME LIMIT : 40 minutes C. Word limit : 120 - 150

words ( not including the given opening sentence) D . Your

composition should be based on the OUTLINE below and should

start with the given opening sentence : "As a human being , one can

hardly do without a friend . " E . Your composition must be written

clearly on the ANSWER SHEET . OUTLINE: l. The need for friends

2 True friendship 3. My principle in making friends 1995年写作真

题 Part Ⅴ Writing (15 points) DIRECTIONS: A. Title: THE

"PROJECT HOPE" B. Time limit : 40 minutes C. Word limit : 120 -

150 words (not including the given opening sentence) D. Your



composition should be based on the OUTLINE below and should

start with the given opening sentence : "Education plays a very

important role in the modernization of our country " . E. Your

composition must be written neatly on the ANSWER SHEET.

OUTLEVE: 1. Present situation 2. Necessity of the project 3. My

suggestion 1996年写作真题 Part V Writing (15 points)

DIRECTIONS : A. Title : GOOD HEALTH B. Time limit :40

minutes C. Word limit : 120-150 words ( not including the given

opening sentence) D. Your composition should be based on the

OUTLINE below and should start with the given opening sentence :

"The desire for good health is universal. " E. Your composition

should be written neatly on the ANSWER SHEET. OUTLINE: 1.

Importance of good health 2. Ways to keep fit 3. My own practices 
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